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Introduction

LockBit Overview

• LockBit attack on Accenture

• Claims fastest encryption

• Claims fastest file stealer

• Use RaaS model

• In it for the long haul

• Keep aware of LockBit!
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LockBit History
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A History of Lockbit
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LockBit v1.1

Lockbit v1.1

• IP-based geolocation
• Persistence via COM interface task scheduling 

and Windows registry hive
• Appending encrypted files with .abcd

• First ransom note version 
• Debug file
• High CPU usage during encryption
• Use of exact copy of PhobosImpostor mutex
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LockBit v1.2 and v1.3

Lockbit v1.2

• Extension changed from 
.abcd to .lockbit

• Debug function removed

• Packed ransomware

• Mutexes changed from 
static to dynamic

• Digitally signed

Lockbit v1.3

• Ransom note updated
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LockBit v2.0

Lockbit v2.0

• Released June 2021

• Now uses double extortion via 
StealBit malware

• Uses group policy update to encrypt 
networks

• Faster encryption

• Print bombing

• Wake-on-LAN feature

• New desktop wallpaper

• UAC bypass

Standard LockBit v2.0 infection chain
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Affiliate Program

Restarted Affiliated Program

• Affiliates set own ransom

• Choose method of payment

• Collect 80% of ransom

• Don’t work in Commonwealth of 
Independent States (CIS) 
countries

• Only experienced pentesters
(penetration testers) need apply

• Affiliate receives payment 
directly from victim, then pays 
LockBit gang
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Features of the Affiliate Program

*Actor’s 
claims
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Insider Recruiting in the Affiliate Program
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Encryption Speed Chart from the Affiliate Program

*Actor’s 
claims
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StealBit Performance Chart from the Affiliate Program 

StealBit performance comparison chart

*Actor’s 
claims
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Interviews, pt. 1
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Interviews, pt. 2
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Takeaways from Talos

Key Takeaways by Cisco Talos

• Threat actors continue to view unpatched systems as an easy, if 
not preferred, method of intrusion.

• Many cybercriminals rely almost exclusively on common open-
source tools that are readily available on the internet and easy to 
use.

• Cybercriminals are avid consumers of security news and remain up 
to date on the latest research and vulnerabilities, weaponizing that 
information to use in future attacks.

• While threat actors may state publicly that their personal ethics 
influence their target selection, many adversaries go after the 
easiest victims regardless of any moral obligation, based on our 
experience.
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Actor Claims

LockBit Affiliate Claims

• The actor appears to have a contradictory code of ethics, 
portraying a strong disdain for those who attack health care 
entities, while displaying conflicting evidence about whether he 
targets them himself.

• Hospitals are considered easy targets.

• Maze formerly kept up to 35% of ransom profits earned by its 
affiliates.

• The EU’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) law plays to 
adversaries’ favor.

• The U.S. also has lucrative targets, but with data privacy laws 
requiring victim companies to report all breaches, the incentive for 
such entities to pay the ransom is likely somewhat reduced. 
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Confirmed Theories

Confirmed Theories

• Maze was once a franchise/affiliate program. 

• A selection process existed for Maze and still does for LockBit. 

• LockBit has a profit-sharing requirement that the affiliate has to meet for the first four or five ransoms. 

• Keeping your word to the victim is an important part of LockBit’s business model.
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Interviews with Russian OSINT YouTube
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Key Takeaways

Key Takeaways 

1. The U.S. and EU remain top targets.

2. The pandemic has been a boon.

3. Why victims choose to pay a ransom.

4. Expect more supply chain attacks.

5. Victims without backups are more likely to pay.

6. Ransomware bans have not disrupted established operations.

7. Multiple cryptocurrencies are accepted.

8. Criminals prefer public silence.

9. Attacks are now more automated.

“Employ a full-time red team, regularly update all software, perform 
preventive talks with a company's employees to thwart social 
engineering and … use the best ransomware-fighting antivirus.”

“We do not attack healthcare, education, charitable 
organizations, social services – everything that 
contributes to the development of personality and 
sensible values from the survival of the species 
perspective.” - LockBitSupp
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Map of LockBit Victims
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Victims by Industry

Healthcare
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Victims: Accenture

"Through our security controls and protocols, we identified irregular activity in one of our 
environments. We immediately contained the matter and isolated the affected servers.

We fully restored our affected systems from backup, and there was no impact on 
Accenture’s operations, or on our clients’ systems.” – Accenture
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Mitigation

General efforts to help prevent 
ransomware attacks include: 

1. Maintain offline, encrypted backups of 
data and regularly test your backups.

2. Create, maintain, and exercise a basic 
cyber incident response plan, resiliency 
plan, and associated communications plan. 

3. Mitigate internet-facing vulnerabilities 
and misconfigurations. 

4. Reduce the risk of phishing emails from 
reaching end users. 

5. Practice good cyber hygiene.

CISA ransomware tips: https://www.cisa.gov/sites/default/files/publications/CISA_Fact_Sheet-
Protecting_Sensitive_and_Personal_Information_from_Ransomware-Caused_Data_Breaches-508C.pdf

Specific efforts to help prevent LockBit ransomware attacks include:

1. Monitoring for, and alerting on, the anomalous execution of legitimate Windows command line tools such 
as the use of net.exe, taskkill.exe, vssadmin.exe and wmic.exe.

2. Making use of network segregation to limit communications between nodes, especially endpoints, to 
provide damage limitation and limit the propagation of threats.

https://www.cisa.gov/sites/default/files/publications/CISA_Fact_Sheet-Protecting_Sensitive_and_Personal_Information_from_Ransomware-Caused_Data_Breaches-508C.pdf
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Questions

Upcoming Briefs

• 10/7 – Blockchain for Healthcare
Requests for Information

Need information on a specific cybersecurity 
topic? Send your request for information 
(RFI) to HC3@HHS.GOV.

Product Evaluations

Recipients of this and other Healthcare Sector 
Cybersecurity Coordination Center (HC3) Threat 
Intelligence products are highly encouraged to provide 
feedback. If you wish to provide feedback, please 
complete the HC3 Customer Feedback Survey. 

Disclaimer 

These recommendations are advisory and are 
not to be considered as Federal directives or 
standards. Representatives should review and 
apply the guidance based on their own 
requirements and discretion. HHS does not 
endorse any specific person, entity, product, 
service, or enterprise.

mailto:HC3@HHS.GOV
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/HC3survey
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About Us

HC3 works with private and public sector partners to improve cybersecurity 
throughout the Healthcare and Public Health (HPH) Sector

Sector & Victim Notifications White Papers
Direct communications to victims or 
potential victims of compromises, 
vulnerable equipment or PII/PHI theft, 
as well as general notifications to the 
HPH about current impacting threats 
via the HHS OIG.

Document that provides in-depth 
information on a cybersecurity topic to 
increase comprehensive situational 
awareness and provide risk 
recommendations to a wide audience.

Threat Briefings & Webinar
Briefing presentations that provide 
actionable information on health sector 
cybersecurity threats and mitigations. 
Analysts present current cybersecurity 
topics, engage in discussions with 
participants on current threats, and 
highlight best practices and mitigation 
tactics. 

Need information on a specific cybersecurity topic, or want to join our Listserv? Send your request for information (RFI) to 
HC3@HHS.GOV,or visit us at www.HHS.Gov/HC3.

Products

mailto:HC3@HHS.GOV
http://www.hhs.gov/HC3


Contact

www.HHS.GOV/HC3 HC3@HHS.GOV
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